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For the production of r-process elements in our Galaxy, multiple sites have been discussed,
among others, core-collapse supernovae and neutron star mergers. We use the observed elemental abundances of europium (Eu) in metal poor stars to reproduce the galactic chemical
evolution of r-process elements. Our main findings are that additionally to neutron star
mergers, a second, early acting site is necessary. We assume ”magnetorotationally driven
supernovae” act as this additional and earlier r-process site and conclude that our simulations with an adequate combination of these two sites successfully reproduces the observed
r-process elemental abundances in the Galactic halo.
KEYWORDS: nuclear reactions, nucleosynthesis, abundances; Galaxy: abundances; Galaxy:
evolution.

1.

Introduction

The cosmic life cycle depends on many ingredients, including the diﬀerent stellar production sites, their variations as a function of metallicity, and their occurrence frequency during
galactic chemical evolution. Gas clouds form and eventually collapse to form stars. These stars
will experince diﬀerent evolutionary stages according to their individual properties (e.g., [1],
[2]). They end their life either in planetary nebulae, or in violent events like supernovae or hypernovae / gamma-ray bursts (re-ejecting matter to the interstellar medium), leaving behind
either a neutron star or a black hole ( [3], and references therein). Eventually, such compact
objects might merge, leading to neutron star mergers, neutron star - black hole mergers or
black hole mergers.
Although the production sites and the ejected yields, determining the evolution of the
nuclear abundances of many lighter elements are known, the origin of the heaviest elements
still remains a puzzle. The relative contributions of the proposed sources (e.g., supernovae,
neutron star mergers) are still debated (e.g., [4], [5], [6]).
We use our chemical evolution tool ”ICE” [7], [8] to examine the influence of some of the
main parameters of the cosmic life cycle. With ICE’s high resolution (down to a resolution
of (20pc)3 ) runs, we are able to resolve the impact of abundances in supernova remnants on
newly born stars. This approach explains the inhomogeneities in the early Galactic evolution
stages and might be an explanation for the observed scatter of r-process elements in low
metallicity stars [9].
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2.

The model

We set up a simulation for a volume of (2kpc)3 . In each time step of 106 years, the
following calculations are performed.
(1) The star formation rate is calculated via a Schmidt-Kennicutt law (power 1, 5)
(2) Star forming cells are chosen randomly, but cells with higher gas content are favoured
(3) The mass of a newly born star is chosen randomly via a Salpeter IMF (with an integrated
slope of −1, 35)
(4) The newly born star inherits the chemical abundances of the ISM out of which it is
formed
(5) Considering its mass and metallicity, the life time of a star is calculated
(6) Stars which reached the end of their life time will undergo a nucleosynthesis event,
depending on their mass. Low and intermediate mass stars will return their mass via a
planetary nebula (or, in a double star system eventually as a type Ia supernova), while
high mass stars will explode in a core collapse supernova. In the supernova case, the
surrounding ISM is moved (by a Sedov blast wave), until 5 · 104 solar masses of ISM are
swept-up.
(7) There is a probability that stars in a double star system which have experienced a
supernova will trigger a neutron star merger event (after spiralling inwards towards the
common center of mass for a delaying ”coalescence time”)
(8) stars in the surrounding ISM (in the aﬀected cells) inherit the event specific yield

3.

Observations

We use europium (Eu) as a diagnostic for r-pocess nucleosynthesis. More than 90% of the
Eu in the solar system and the largest fraction in the Universe is made by the r process (e.g.,
[10]). The abundance of Eu is also easier to measure in the spectra of stars compared to other
r-process elements [11]. Observations used in the figures to compare with our simulations are
taken from the SAGA database (e.g., [12], http://saga.sci.hokudai.ac.jp) where the full list
of references can be found.

4.

Results

According to simulations with neutron star mergers as the exclusive site where r-process
nucleosynthesis occurs, it is not possible to explain the observed galactic abundances. Compared to observations in the early galaxy, their contribution to the abundances of r-process
elements sets in either too late (at too high metallicities, standard merger probability case),
or their too frequent occurrence leads to too high abundances at higher metallicities (close
to solar, high merger probability case). The influence of the inspiral time scale of the two
neutron stars (”coalescence time”) only marginally aﬀects the abundance curve. See figure 1
for illustration.
Recent nucleosynthesis calculations succesfully reproduced an r-process in ”magnetorotationally driven supernovae” (or ”jet-supernovae” / ”collapsars” / ”magnetars”, e.g., [13],
[14]). If one in 1000 supernovae explodes as a Jet-SN (and acts as a second source of r-process
elements), this contribution sets already in at lower metallicities. A combined environment
with both mentioned nucleosynthesis sites reproduces the observed r-process element abundances. This is shown in figure 2.
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Fig. 1. Eﬀect of probability and coalescence
time scale of a simulation with NSM as only rprocess nucleosynthesis site. Grey error bars indicate observations, whereas blue, green, and red
dots represent model stars corresponding to environments with diﬀerent probability or coalescence
time scale for NSM events. Figure adopted from
[7].

Fig. 2. Abundances of r-process elements in a
model with both neutron star mergers and magnetorotanionally driven supernovae as r-process
nucleosynthesis sites. Probability of MHD supernovae is one per 1000 regular core-collapse supernovae. Figure adopted from [7].
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